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Abstract

Dialogue state tracking requires the population
and maintenance of a multi-slot frame repre-
sentation of the dialogue state. Frequently, di-
alogue state tracking systems assume indepen-
dence between slot values within a frame. In
this paper we argue that treating the predic-
tion of each slot value as an independent pre-
diction task may ignore important associations
between the slot values, and, consequently, we
argue that treating dialogue state tracking as a
structured prediction problem can help to im-
prove dialogue state tracking performance. To
support this argument, the research presented
in this paper is structured into three stages: (i)
analyzing variable dependencies in dialogue
data; (ii) applying an energy-based method-
ology to model dialogue state tracking as a
structured prediction task; and (iii) evaluating
the impact of inter-slot relationships on model
performance. Overall, we demonstrate that
modelling the associations between target slots
with an energy-based formalism improves di-
alogue state tracking performance in a number
of ways.

1 Introduction

Dialogue management for spoken dialogue sys-
tems is a challenging research domain due in part
to difficulties arising from limited resources, the
imperfection of technologies on which dialogue
management is dependent, and of course the com-
plexities of natural human conversation (Glass,
1999; Ward and DeVault, 2015). Within a con-
ventional dialogue manager, an explicit dialogue
state tracker is a key component that attempts to
track both interlocutors’ contributions to the ex-
change. The dialogue state tracker in particular
suffers due to errors introduced by other compo-
nents such as an automatic speech recognizer, and,
where used, natural language understanding com-
ponents (Ross and Bateman, 2009). The diffi-

culties also lie within the uncertainties of spoken
interactions, and the complexity of conversation
context (Paek and Horvitz, 2000; DeVault, 2008).

To reduce the complexity of designing and pa-
rameterising a dialogue state tracker, it is typically
necessary to limit application of a dialogue state
tracker to a specific domain, and to cast the dia-
logue state as sets of slot-value pairs that are ar-
ranged into frames. This structure in its base case
is best exemplified by the well-known dialogue
state tracking datasets such as Let’s Go (Raux
et al., 2005), though the structure can also be made
more complex as is the case in the tracking of mul-
tiple frames of dialogue states throughout the con-
versation history (El Asri et al., 2017). By casting
the dialogue representation as a set of slots to be
tracked, the dialogue state tracking process itself
is most frequently tackled as a multi-task classifi-
cation problem.

In recent years, various deep learning ap-
proaches that track dialogue states as a combina-
tion of individual classification tasks have been
proposed (Ren et al., 2018; Perez and Liu, 2017;
Vodolan et al., 2017; Mrksic et al., 2017; Ras-
togi et al., 2017). However, while these systems
achieve state-of-the-art results, there remains no-
table room for improvement (Liu et al., 2018).
Our work begins with the hypothesis that by treat-
ing dialogue state tracking as a simple multi-label
classification task, we are not taking into account
the relationships between dialogue state slot vari-
ables. This hypothesis is based in part on expe-
rience from other applications of machine learn-
ing that have demonstrated that taking target vari-
able dependencies into account is useful, but is
also based on the intuition that a human interlocu-
tor would of course take multiple target variables
into account while interpreting language (Landra-
gin, 2013).

Given the above argument, in this paper we
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present an end-to-end investigation into the impact
of domain variable dependencies on the dialogue
state tracking process. For practical purposes, we
focus our work on the Dialogue State Tracking
Challenge (DSTC) series that were introduced to
help the research community focus on the spe-
cific task and subsequently improve the quality of
spoken dialogue systems (Williams et al., 2016).
Specifically, our investigation is conducted with
respect to the second and the third dialogue state
tracking challenges (Henderson et al., 2014a,b),
and is presented in three stages:

• Data analysis - We perform statistical tests
on the dialogue data to determine whether
there are indeed dependencies between slot
variables and to what extent are these depen-
dencies present.

• Model development - Tracking dialogue
states while considering the relationships be-
tween target variables casts the problem into
a structured prediction task. We develop a
deep learning based tracker that incorporates
an energy-based modelling approach that is
notably efficient for structured predictions.

• Result analysis - Our model performance is
evaluated and analyzed using a number of
metrics to provide insights into the impact of
variable dependencies on the dialogue state
tracking process. We benchmark our energy-
based approach against results for a number
of state-of-the-art systems (Vodolan et al.,
2017; Mrksic et al., 2015; Henderson et al.,
2014c,d).

To our knowledge there has been no detailed
analysis previously on the role of variable depen-
dencies in dialogue states. The contributions of
this paper are, thus, that systematic analysis, and
our energy-based structured prediction model for
dialogue state tracking.

2 Categorical Data Analysis

The investigation presented in this paper is predi-
cated on the existence of associations between tar-
get variables in a dialogue state. Therefore, in this
section we provide a concrete analysis of variable
dependencies between domain slots in DSTC data.

2.1 DSTC 2 & 3 Datasets
The Dialogue State Tracking Challenge 2 & 3
datasets contain phone calls in the restaurant and

tourism information domains (Henderson et al.,
2014a,b). Within the datasets, the main task is re-
ferred to as Joint Goals and requires systems to
estimate the value of each slot in the set of in-
formable slots at every turn of the call. The value
constraint is retrieved from the set of possible val-
ues predefined in a specified domain ontology.

The DSTC2 dataset is split into three subsets:
1612 dialogues for training; 506 for validation;
and 1117 for a test set. The DSTC2 ontology pre-
defines four informable slots.

The DSTC3 dataset contains 2275 dialogues
that are not split into subsets; the dataset defines
nine informable slots in the ontology. Four of the
nine slot types also appear in the DSTC2 data, but
the value sets are different.

A preliminary analysis shows that these slots
are not equally distributed in both datasets (see Ta-
ble 1). The informable slots are divided into two
groups with one group including highly frequent
slots (f > 50%) and the other one containing very
low frequencies (f < 10%). Therefore, we follow
the precedent of other researchers and design our
models to track only highly frequent slots. Follow-
ing this reduction, the DSTC2 Joint Goals consist
of three slot-value pairs (food, price range, area),
and DSTC3 Joint Goals consist of four slot-value
pairs (food, price range, area, and type).

Slot DSTC2 DSTC3
call turn call turn

food 87.9 79.3 63.5 55.4
price range 73.5 62.6 68.3 60.8
area 81.8 72.3 59.5 50.6
type - - 98.5 91.0
name 0.8 0.5 1.5 0.6
near - - 8.5 6.8
has tv - - 7.3 5.8
has internet - - 7.6 5.9
children allowed - - 4.9 3.6

Table 1: The analysis of informable slot propor-
tions (%) in DSTC 2 & 3 summarised over the number
of calls and turns in the whole dataset.

2.2 Variable Dependencies

To test the independence of the slot variables, we
apply Pearson’s chi-square tests on labels of the
informable slots in a pairwise fashion to gener-
ate bivariate statistics. The dependencies between
slots are confirmed if and only if the significance
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DSTC2 food - price food - area price - area
X 2 9430.5 12739.0 3937.9

Chi-square V 176 180 24
p < 2.2e-16 < 2.2e-16 < 2.2e-16
φ 0.6081 0.7068 0.3930

Coefficients C 0.5196 0.5772 0.3657
V 0.2720 0.2671 0.1757

Table 2: Statistical tests on DSTC2 dataset.

DSTC3 food - price food - area food - type price - area price - type area - type
X 2 5792.6 7985.6 6762.5 5070.7 2873.0 3626.5

Chi-square V 145 464 116 80 20 64
p < 2.2e-16 < 2.2e-16 < 2.2e-16 < 2.2e-16 < 2.2e-16 < 2.2e-16
φ 0.5547 0.6513 0.5994 0.5190 0.3907 0.4389

Coefficients C 0.4851 0.5458 0.5141 0.4607 0.3639 0.4019
V 0.2265 0.1580 0.2680 0.2119 0.1747 0.1963

Table 3: Statistical tests on DSTC3 dataset.

value p < 0.05. The chi-square test results are re-
ported with the X 2 statistic, degree of freedom V ,
and statistical significance p. The statistic is cal-
culated with the formula:

X 2
V =

∑
i

∑
j

(Oij − Eij)2

Eij
(1)

where Oij and Eij are observed and expected fre-
quencies of categories i and j being activated for
the observed variables at the same time in the
whole dataset.

Furthermore, it is necessary to measure the
strength of these dependencies as the chi-square
test can only detect the presence of the dependen-
cies without saying if they are strong or not. For-
tunately, there exist several chi-square test-based
measurements of association strength between
variables. We report three such measures: φ co-
efficient, contingency coefficient C, and Cramer’s
V coefficient. All the coefficients are calculated
through adjustment of the chi-square statistic to
account for the dataset size; for instance:

V =

√
X 2

N min(r − 1, c− 1)
(2)

where X 2 is the chi-square statistic, N is the num-
ber of samples in the dataset, and r and c are the
number of rows and columns in the contingency
table. These measures are scaled between 0 and
1 indicating that 1 is the perfect relationship and

0 indicates the lack of any relationship between
variables.

We report the statistics analysis of DSTC2 data
in Table 2 and DSTC3 data in Table 3. In the
results, all variables showed significance values
p < 0.05, that indicate that there are indeed vari-
able dependencies in the dialogue domains of the
DSTC series. The association strength measured
by the chi-square based coefficients show different
level of variable dependencies ranging from a very
strong dependency (φ > 0.7, V > 0.25) to a mod-
erate one (0.3 6 φ < 0.39, 0.11 6 V < 0.15).
For example in DSTC2 data, the dependencies be-
tween the slot food and the other two, price range
and area, are strong.

While the existence of dependencies across our
labels may not be surprising, the consistency of
their strong occurrence indicates that tracking sys-
tems could achieve more accurate results if judge-
ments on trackable slots were made with reference
to the information contained within hypotheses for
neighbouring slots.

3 Energy-Based Structured State
Tracking

The data analysis performed on the DSTC series
data suggests that incorporating label dependen-
cies in the dialogue state prediction process would
be beneficial. Formally this indicates that we
should cast the dialogue state tracking process as a
structured prediction problem (Smith, 2009). This
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in itself should not be a surprise to the research
community, as several researchers have built dia-
logue state trackers around models that can in prin-
ciple be thought of as structured classifiers (Zhong
et al., 2018; Hori et al., 2016; Jang et al., 2016;
Ren et al., 2013).

One of the challenges for previous approaches
to structured prediction for dialogue state classi-
fication is that they relied on methods that had
difficulty integrating a structural component that
took inter-slot dependencies into account with a
robust underlying classifier that facilitated power-
ful feature representations from individual contri-
butions to the dialogue. Recently the application
of energy-based methods that are implemented
through neural architectures have provided one
promising avenue for structured prediction. The
idea underpinning this approach is that we learn to
rate the association between configurations of tar-
get variables and our inputs via a so-called energy
function (LeCun et al., 2006) rather than attempt
to learn to predict the structured output directly.

Below we first introduce the key principles be-
hind energy-based structured prediction, then de-
tail the energy-based dialogue state tracker that we
have constructed.

3.1 Energy-Based Structured Prediction

Let us denote the input and structured output vari-
ables as X and Y respectively. For us, X can be
thought of as the representation of a turn, while Y
is a complete dialogue state representation – not
the representation of an individual slot. Given X
and Y , a function E(X,Y ) must be trained to as-
sign some scalar value called energy to any con-
figuration of variables X and Y . This function
is called the energy function, and is traditionally
designed to assign low energy to correct variable
configurations, and higher energy to incorrect con-
figurations. In other words we have low energy
when a hypothesis for Y comes close to the ground
truth given an inputX . At run-time some interpre-
tation process moves through the space of target
configurations to find the most appropriate output
configuration for a given input.

While the energy function can be thought of as
some arbitrary scalar that is to be low for accept-
able configurations, the form of the function and
training of the function are important. Specifically
the energy function takes the following form:

E(x, y, θ) = Eglobal(y, θ) + Elocal(x, y, θ) (3)

where θ are trainable parameters of the energy net-
work, Eglobal(y, θ) is the global energy term for
labels y, and Elocal(x, y, θ) is the local energy ad-
justment of both input and output variables. Thus
the global energy function specifically considers
the acceptability of configurations of the struc-
tured target, while the local energy estimates the
appropriateness of the input with respect to indi-
vidualised elements of the prediction.

During training the parameters θ for the energy
function are estimated. This is most efficiently
done by coupling the energy function to an oracle
loss that estimates the loss between a hypothesised
output Y and the ground truth label Y ∗ for a given
input X .

Finding the parameters of a good energy func-
tion between X and Y directly is generally how-
ever not feasible, and historically was one of the
key limitations for energy-based structured pre-
diction. Instead it is generally more appropriate
to first generate some feature function F (X) that
transforms the input to an appropriate representa-
tion form that better supports the inference pro-
cess. Thus more commonly we denote the energy
function as E(F (X), Y ). Both the feature rep-
resentation and the energy function itself can be
trained through a deep neural network model ei-
ther dependently or independently.

3.2 Dialogue State Tracker

Based on the principles of energy-based structured
prediction, we have designed an energy-aware di-
alogue state tracker. The framework for training
and applying the energy-based method is based
specifically on the Deep Value Network architec-
ture proposed by Gygli et al. (2017). The archi-
tecture of our tracking model is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1.

The energy-based dialogue state tracker can be
thought of as consisting of four key elements with
associated training and inference processes; we
detail these below.

3.2.1 Feature Function Network
The Feature Function Network F (X) is a deep
learning network to process raw DSTC dialogue
data into a representation that is suitable for feed-
ing into the energy network. As DSTC dialogues
contain different input channels we implement dif-
ferent techniques to accommodate the variety of
input variables.

In detail, each input of a dialogue turn consists
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Figure 1: Deep Value Network-based Dialogue State Tracking Model.

of machine acts in a semantic format and user ut-
terance transcribed by an automatic speech recog-
nizer. We parse the machine dialogue acts with
the parsing technique by Henderson et al. (2014d)
before reducing the dimensionality of the machine
act vectors with two dense neural layers. Mean-
while, all the words in user utterances are embed-
ded with an online trained embedding layer, then
passed into a bidirectional LSTM layer (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997). The output vectors
of this bidirectional LSTM layer represent user ut-
terances as real-valued tensors. Following that,
the machine act and utterance vectors are concate-
nated, and fed into a unidirectional LSTM layer
that processes dialogue by turn and returns fixed-
size dialogue vector representations.

We pre-train this feature network as a multi-task
classification model following the method pro-
posed by Trinh et al. (2018). The dialogue repre-
sentations retrieved from this network are treated
as input features for the energy function.

3.2.2 Energy Function Network

The energy function network E(F (X), Y ) is im-
plemented as a feed-forward network (Belanger
and McCallum, 2016) where the general func-
tion form as illustrated in the previous section is
hard coded and the parameters are acquired dur-
ing training. Based on the energy function pro-
posed by Belanger and McCallum (2016), the gen-
eral forms of the global and local energy functions
are:

Eglobal(Y ) =W>2 f(W
>
1 Y ) (4)

Elocal(X,Y ) =

L∑
i=1

yiW
>
i F (X) (5)

where θ = {W,W1,W2} are the energy network’s
trainable parameters, f(·) is a non-linearity func-
tion, F (·) is the feature function described in the
previous section, and L is the number of classes in
the target.

This energy network produces a scalar energy
value that is the sum of global and local energy
terms for each input and output configuration.

3.2.3 Oracle Function
To train the energy function we need a signal that
estimates the compatibility of an input variable X
with an output configuration Y . We achieve this
by making use of an oracle function E∗(Y, Y ∗)
that measures the quality of any output variable
configuration Y with respect to the ground truth
label Y ∗. We implement the oracle value function
in our model with the F1 metric:

E∗F1
(y, y∗) =

2(y ∩ y∗)
(y ∩ y∗) + (y ∪ y∗)

(6)

where y ∩ y∗ =
∑

imin(yi, y
∗
i ) ; and y ∪ y∗ =∑

imax(yi, y
∗
i ), that are extended for continuous

output variables.

3.2.4 Objective Function
To train and estimate the energy function, we make
use of an objective function L(E,E∗). This func-
tion calculates the error between predicted energy
E(X,Y ) and ground truth energy value that is tied
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to the oracle value E∗(Y, Y ∗). Since the F1 score
falls into the range [0, 1] we design the objective
function as a cross entropy loss function:

L = −E∗ logE − (1− E∗) log(1− E) (7)

3.3 Training Process

The training process for the energy-based dia-
logue state tracking model is summarized in Al-
gorithm 1. The learning objective is to train the
energy function to predict correct quality of output
by shaping the energy values to oracle F1 values.
All the trainable parameters of the network are up-
dated via standard backpropagation techniques.

Algorithm 1: Learning process algorithm
Function TRAIN EPOCH (dataset D, initial

weights θ, learning rate λ)
while not end of D do

Training sample
(x, y∗) ∈ D
Output generation
y ← GENERATE(x, θ)
Ground truth energy
E∗ ← E∗(y, y∗)
Predicted energy
E ← E(x, y, θ)
Objective function
L← L(E,E∗)
Backpropagation
θ ← θ − λ∇θL

end
end

In detail, for each iteration in a training epoch
we generate a batch of dialogues from the dataset.
A structured output of each turn in the dialogue is
then generated through an inference process (see
Section 3.4). The system predicts energy terms for
these variable configurations, and calculated ora-
cle values as the ground truth energies. We com-
pute the loss value of the batch, and backpropagate
the model based on this loss.

3.4 Inference Process

In the training process a GENERATE(·) func-
tion was used to come up with a candidate value
for Y given a network and input X . This genera-
tion process is based in part on the inference pro-
cess that is used at both training time and run-time
to determine a candidate Y for a given X .

The inference process predicts structured output
starting from a random initial prediction. The in-
ference process is based on the principle that the
gradient of energy with respect to Y can be cal-
culated directly and used to direct a process for
selecting Y .

In short, this prediction is generated through an
inference loop with the gradient ascent technique
for a number of steps:

y(t+1) = PY
(
y(t) + η∇yE(x, y(t), θ)

)
(8)

where PY is the projection operation to shape the
predicted output to the output variable space Y =
{yi}L ∈ {[0, 1]}L, and η is the learning rate for
gradient ascent.

4 Experimental Design

To evaluate the usefulness of the energy-based
approach we implemented and trained a tracker
based on the model outlined in the previous sec-
tion against both the DSTC2 and DSTC3 datasets.
Training is a two phase process. First, we trained
the feature network independently of the energy-
based components by casting the feature network
as a standard multi-task learning system where
each target variable is assumed to be independent
of the others. We present the results of this multi-
task based model independently, but critically we
also then make use of the trained network prior to
the output layer as the feature network that is avail-
able for training the full energy network. Thus, the
second stage of training targets the parameterisa-
tion of the energy network once the feature net-
work has already been learned.

As mentioned, the DSTC2 dataset is divided
into three subsets for training, validation, and test
purposes, while DSTC3 data are provided in a
whole set only for the test purpose. Thus we apply
DSTC2 directly, but split the DSTC3 dataset into
five folds and use cross-validation in the training
process. All experiments are run for at least five
times to ensure the stability of our results; we re-
port the average performance.

5 Result & Error Analysis

We report our multi-task and energy-based mod-
els performance on both the DSTC2 and DSTC3
datasets, and benchmark their performance against
state-of-the art systems in Table 4. A state-of-the-
art system is selected if it produces highest to date
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Model Entry DSTC2 DSTC3
Hybrid system (Vodolan et al., 2017) 0.796 -
Web-style ranking system (Williams, 2014) X 0.784 -
Multi-domain system (Mrksic et al., 2015) 0.774 0.671
Word-based system (Henderson et al., 2014d) X 0.768 -
Unsupervised RNN-based system (Henderson et al., 2014c) X - 0.646
Our work
Multi-task feature system 0.709 0.531
Energy-based system 0.760 0.622
DSTC baseline X 0.719 0.575

Table 4: Performances of state-of-the-art and our dialogue state tracking systems on DSTC 2 & 3 data. The results
for Joint Goals are reported with Accuracy metric featured in the challenge. The column Entry marks the systems
submitted to blind evaluation during the competition period.

accuracy on the Joint Goals task either during the
DSTC competition time or after the competition.
We also included the model by Henderson et al.
(2014d,c) as it includes data processing techniques
that we adopted in our work.

Overall, we find that applying an energy-based
algorithm on top of the LSTM enabled slot tracker
improves the dialogue state tracking results in
term of accuracy by a big margin, 5% for DSTC2
and 9% for DSTC3.

Comparing our work with state-of-the-art sys-
tems like the hybrid tracker (Vodolan et al., 2017)
and a multi-domain system (Mrksic et al., 2015),
the energy-based model has not yet reached their
level of performance. However, the hybrid tracker
also consists of a feature network and an algorithm
to refine the prediction. Vodolan et al. (2017) de-
signed this algorithm with a set of manual rules,
while we design the refinement with a deep neu-
ral structure and let it learn from the data. With
respect to the multi-domain system, we believe it
outperforms our energy-based model because of
the wider range of data processed by the multi-
domain system. Mrksic et al. (2015) trained and
combined their models on six datasets of different
domains, while we train our energy-based system
on a single domain at a time only.

It is also important to note that the web-style
ranking system of Williams (2014) was the best
entry during the DSTC2 competition, and is not
neural-based. It is followed by the word-base
tracker (Henderson et al., 2014d) that was devel-
oped with a special recurrent neural network ar-
chitecture. Besides, the word-based system is also
notable for its feature parsing technique that is
reused in a number of later systems (Henderson

et al., 2014c; Vodolan et al., 2015, 2017; Trinh
et al., 2017, 2018) and our work.

5.1 Slot-based Result Analysis
We argue that the feature Accuracy metric in the
DSTC series do not provide a full picture of how
well a model performs for each slot. Therefore it is
necessary to evaluate our work for the individual
slots as well as for the joint dialogue states. We
conduct a separate evaluation on the result track
file and report it in Table 5. Overall our models
achieve high accuracy across all informable slots
and the joint goals. Here the joint goals accuracy
is higher than evaluated with the DSTC evaluation
scripts due to the absence of low frequent slots that
we omit in our experiments.

We observe that the energy-based model im-
proves the tracking results of all slots both as in-
dividual and a joint set. The improvement margin
of joint goals is similar to the results measured by
the DSTC feature Accuracy metric. The tracking
result of individual slots varies from a very small
change of 0.3% to a big jump of 7%. These change
differences are related to the relative difficulties of
the slot. For example slot food has the biggest set
of possible values, which in turn makes it the most
difficult slot to track; it is for this slot that we see
the greatest improvement.

5.2 Proportional Reduction in Error
Proportional reduction in error is a statistical test
to measure association between two variables on
how one can influence the other in the prediction
process. For example given variables A and B,
this method attempts to evaluate the prediction of
A in two ways: predicting A independently; and
predicting A with the knowledge of B. Reduction
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Dataset Model Slot Joint goals
food price area type

DSTC2 Feature system 0.825 0.929 0.919 - 0.717
Energy-based 0.872 0.938 0.923 - 0.768

DSTC3 Feature system 0.730 0.844 0.781 0.937 0.587
Energy-based 0.802 0.860 0.817 0.940 0.666

Table 5: Performances of our energy-based dialogue state tracking system. The results are reported per slot and
for Joint slots of those present in the task.

in error can be formulated mathematically.

λ =
EA − EA|B

EA
(9)

where EA is the number of errors in predicting
A, and EA|B is the number of errors in predict-
ing A while taking into account B. All errors are
assumed to be absolute numbers.

From this formula we can see that λ has the
value in the range [0, 1] because EA|B ≤ EA in
all cases. If λ = 0, A and B are completely inde-
pendent, thus knowing B does not help predicting
A better. On the other hand, when λ = 1, the rela-
tionship betweenA andB is absolute, i.e., that the
knowledge of B gives us the perfect prediction of
A.

To apply this statistical method in our model
performance evaluation, we treat the prediction of
the multi-task feature system as the independent
prediction of variable A, since the output is pro-
duced without the variable dependencies. On the
other hand, we think that the energy-based model
gives prediction similar to prediction of variable
A|B, where B acts as variable associations. We
calculate the reduction in error by counting the ab-
solute number of errors for each slot and the joint
slot set of both our systems. The test result is re-
ported in Table 6.

Dataset Slot Joint
food price area type

DSTC2 0.27 0.13 0.04 - 0.18
DSTC3 0.27 0.10 0.16 0.05 0.19

Table 6: Proportional reduction in error of the energy-
based system for each slot and the joint goals.

The analysis shows that for more challenging
slots such as food, the energy-based model reduces
the error rate significantly. In both DSTC 2 &
3 a quarter of errors for food are corrected, sub-
sequently the errors in joint goals are reduced by
nearly 20%.

6 Conclusion

In this paper our contributions were two-fold. We
demonstrated, through a number of statistical tests
performed on dialogue data and an empirical anal-
ysis on variable associations presented in dialogue
domains, that dependencies between variables ex-
ist and taking them into account improves system
performance. We also demonstrated how variable
dependencies can be addressed in dialogue state
tracking through a structured prediction method-
ology, and verified our model with respect to the
second and third DSTC datasets. While our re-
sults do not directly improve on the state of the
art, we showed a significant improvement over
a non-trivial baseline. We therefore argue that
the methodology is promising, and if applied to
what is already a state-of-the-art methodology,
may help to improve existing systems beyond the
state-of-the-art.

There are a number of elements of this work that
we are looking to improve. At a fine level we are
looking at refinements of the energy-based deep
learning architecture and are considering in par-
ticular variations on our selected oracle and ob-
jective functions that would be better aligned with
the multi-categorical nature of our target variables.
Meanwhile, at a higher level we want to generalise
and further substantiate our investigation by ap-
plying the energy-based tracking methodology to
tracking architectures that already show state-of-
the-art or very near state-of-the-art performance.
Finally, we note that a key benefit of this structured
methodology is that it allows a more holistic track-
ing process for the user to be considered where
tracking aspects of personality and preference can
be neatly integrated alongside the tracking of fine-
grained dialogue state. Our longer term goal is
thus to apply the structured learning approach in
the context of user intent and preference tracking.
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